1. Trees of Delhi – A field guide by PradipKrishen (Rs.799)- Dorling Kindersley publication- A very good book for identifying trees all over India (though much more relevant to the people in Delhi) as it gives account of 252 species with 1100 good quality photographs. An excellent publication! It is definitely worth having it on your bookshelf.

2. Beautiful trees & shrubs of Kolkata by R.K.Chakraverty&S.K.Jain- published by Botanical Survey of India, Indian Botanical Garden, Howrah- Rs.128 (198 pages)- Very good book for Kolkata -ites although it is quite useful for others also. Quality of photographs is not upto the mark. However details about Kolkata are very good.


5. Common Flowers of India by D.S.Pandey&N.P.Singh by Publications division (Rs. 250)- highlights 150 common plants. It appears quite good with good quality pictures.

6. Tropical garden plants by Bose, Choudhary and Sharma. Certain names may have changed since but it has 1661 plates of trees, shrubs, climbers, house plants, cactii and succulents. worth every bit of about Rs 2000/-. One of the best books for the layman, and horticulturist.
7. The BNHS has published *Trees of Mumbai*, 2006. Price Rs. 465/-. Sadly, it is not even half as good as Trees of Delhi.


9. SrikangIngalhalikar’s, *Flowers of Sahyadri*, 2001, printed by Pragati Offset, Hyderabad. The flowers are restricted to the Western Ghats, specifically to Maharashtra. It can also be carried in your daypack.


13. Maharashtra flora-4 volumes-Dr. M.R. Almeida-Good reference book to get species account. It is not a field guide.


15. Some beautiful Indian trees-E.Blatter and Walter Millard- for beginner.


17. Some beautiful Indian climbers and shrubs- N.L. Bor and Raizada- Many exotics are included in this book.

18. Focus on sacred groves and ethnobotany- Prof.V.D. Vartak.- this book deals with conservation of trees in older days.

19. Endemic plants of the Indian region-M.Ahmeddulla h and M.P. Nayar.- Botanical survey of India.-for further reading it is useful.
20. The private life of plants-David Attenborough. -Good to have in collection. Informative.
21. The secret life of plants- Peter Tomkins and Christopher Bird- Informative. Good to have.
22. Freaks and marvels of plants life-M.C.Cook
24. Dictionary of Economic plants in India- Umraosingh,A.M.Wadhwani, B.M.Joshi
26. CPREEC books on Sacred groves of Tamil Nadu and trees of Chennai by Dr.Amirthalingam
27. Flowering Trees by M.S. Randhawa- National Book Trust- Rs. 65/- ( 208 pages)- explains 56 species, with the help of plates & figures along with details about which species to be planted in Gardens, villages, Towns, Cities, Avenues, Highways etc.
28. Common Trees by Santapau, published by NBT
29. Our Trees by R.P.N.Sinha- Publications Division- Rs.40/- ( 88 pages).Gives account of most common 51 Indian Trees with lot of emphasis on their association with Indian Mythology.
30. Trees of India by Pippa Mukherji for WWF India published by Oxford